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and water power because steam engines were first introduced in Great Britain. But, in truth., free trade no more originated in Great Britain than did the habit of walking on the feet. Free trade is the natural trade— the trade that goes on in the absence of artificial restrictions. It is protection that had to be invented. But instead of being invented in the United States, it was in full force in Great Britain long before the United States were thought of. It would be nearer the truth to say that protection originated in Great Britain, for, if the system did not originate there, it was fully developed there, and it is from that country that it has been derived by us. Nor yet did the reaction against it originate in Great Britain, but in France, among a school of eminent men headed by, Quesnay, who were Adam Smith's predecessors and in many things his teachers. These French economists were what neither Smith nor any subsequent British economist or statesman has been—true free traders. They wished to sweep away not merely protective duties, but all taxes, direct and indirect, save a single tax upon land vallies. This logical conclusion of free-trade principles the so-called British free traders have shirked, and it meets today as bitter opposition from the Cobden Club as from American protectionists. The only sense in whicli we can properly speak of " British free trade " is the same sense in which we speak of a certain imitation metal as " German silver." "British free trade" is spurious free trade. Great Britain does not really enjoy free trade. To say nothing of internal taxes, inconsistent with true free trade, she still maintains a cordon of custom-house officers, coast guards and baggage searchers, and still collects over a hundred million dollars of her revenue

